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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we present a memory efficient VLSI architecture 
for 2-D Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) using lifting scheme. 
The advantages of lifting scheme are lower computational 
complexity, transforming signal without extension and reduced 
memory requirement. It decomposes the wavelet transform with 
finite taps into two coefficient sets named predictor and updater. 
Base on the lifting scheme, we explore its data dependency of 
input and output signals, and thus propose a programmable 
architecture for different filter banks with low memory usage. 
For the computation of NxN 2-D DWT with Daubechies 9-7 
filter, our architecture requires 9N storage cells and the memory 
bandwidth requirement is almost one-half of JPEG2000's 
proposal. This architecture is suitable for VLSI implementation 
and various real-time iniageivideo applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The wavelet transform was first discovered by S. Mallat [I]. It 
can be viewed as the multiresolution representation of signals. 
During the last decade, with the progress of wavelet theory, 
DWT plays a significant role in many fields such as image 
compression, speech processing, noise removal, pattern 
recognition and so on. Because of the large application domain 
and high computational complexity, the study of specified VLSI 
implementation for DWT becomes more important. However, 
compare to the traditional DCT-based codec, the memory 
requirement of DWT-based codec is much larger. Because the 
output order of horizontal filtering and the input order of vertical 
filtering are in different direction, it is necessary to buffer whole 
image. Many architectures, [2]-[5] are proposed to solve this 
bottleneck. Recursive pyramid algorithm (RPA)[2] is proposed 
by M. Vishwanth. The basic principle of RPA is to schedule the 
earliest instance. The 2-D RPA using systolic-parallel 
architecture required 2N(L+2) memory cells (N: length of 
samples, L: length of filter). W.S Peng proposed the circular 
parallel architecture (CPA)[3]. Unlike RPA, CPA stores partial 
accumulation sum of convolution in column direction. The 
memory requirement of CPA is 2NL. Both RPA and CPA output 
data sample by sample. Afterward, C. Chrysafis proposed a line- 
based architecture[4]. Samples are inputted line by line and only 
the minimum required lines for convolution is kept in the 
memory. The memory requirement is 2NL, too. In JPEG2000 
proposal [5], a new approach is introduced. It adopted lifting 
scheme for DWT. In this paper, we also develop an architecture 
using lifting scheme, and then we design a flexible architecture 
for different filters. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. The brief instruction 
of lifting scheme is described in section 11. Our proposed 
architecture is presented in section 111. In section IV, we make a 
comparative analysis between our architecture and the 
JPEG2000.s proposal. In the last, conclusions are listed in 
section V. 

2. LIFTING SCHEME 
The lifting scheme shown in Fig.1 was derived from I .  
Daubenchies and W. Sweldens [6] in 1996. It showed how every 
wavelet filters could be decomposed into lifting steps. The 
process steps of a wavelet transform using the lifting scheme are 
described as follows: 
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Figure 1. The Block Diagram of Lifting Scheme 

Split Step: 
First, the original samples are separated into two disjoint 
sets, named even part and odd part. 
Even part: sp E x,, 

Odd part: dzo E xZ2+, 
where x, denotes the original samples 

Lifting Step: 
d," = d,"-' - U,! (k) . s:-' (3) 

( 1) 

( 2 )  

sr" = - IC, (k). d: (4) 
where U,( k) and P,( k) stand for Updater and Predictor 
respectively. 

Normalization: 
The last step is to multiply a normalization factor, 
to related output samples. 

or K,, 

sl.' = K O  . s, 

d,' = K ,  .d,  (6) 

( 5 )  

where 
and high-pass samples respectively. 

and K,  stand for the factor of low-pass samples 

It is worthwhile to note that no matter how P,(k) and U,(k) are 
chosen, the scheme is always invertible and leads to perfect 
reconstruction filter banks. 
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Above three steps are performed iteratively until coefficients in 
every octave are computed. Take the Daubechies 9-7 filter as 
example, the diagram of data dependency is shown in Fig. 2. The 
length of low-pass and high-pass samples is one half of the 
original samples. 

Figure 2. Forward Wavelet Transform Using Lifting Scheme with 
Daubechies 9-7 Filter 

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 1-D Architecture 

The basic processing element for lifting scheme is a three-input 
MAC (Multiple-Adder Calculator) (Fig. 3). Its function can be 
expressed as follows: 

Ollput = cR, + R, + cR, ; 

R? 

Figure 3. Basic PE: Multiple-Adder Calculator 

For proposed I-D DWT architecture, 9 register cells and 4 
specified MAC with related lifting coefficients are required for 9- 
7 filter. b, RI and R2 are served as input buffer. R;, &, RS and 
& are used to store the temporary results during the coniputation 
of lifting steps. R7 and R8 are the buffer for high-pass output to 
calculate next low-pass output. In Fig. 5 ,  the dashed lines delimit 
adjacent process stages. Two samples are inputted per stage. This 
proposed architecture will act stage by stage until the end of 
signals. After every stage, the output samples (including low-pass 
and high-pass) will be stored in the line buffer for later vertical 
filtering. 

The pseudo code for 1 -D DWT is in Fig. 4. 
~ ~~~ 

while( not end of line ){ 
if(case I){ //case1 
RO = Up; R2=Up: 
R3 = mac(RI, RO, Rz, pl); 
R4 = mac(R5, R1, R3, ul): 
o/pH = R8 = mac(R6, R5, R4, p2); 
olpL = mac(R7. R6, R8, uZ); 
1 

else{ //case2 
R H p ;  RI=i/p; 
R5 = mac(R.2, RO, RI, pl); 
R6 = mac(R3, RZ, R5, nl); 
olpH = R7 = mac(R4, R3, R6, p2): 
olpL = mac(R8. RJ, R7, uZ): 
I 

}//end of while 

mac(left, mid, right, coeff)( 
return (coeff*left+mid+cwfl*right): 
)/lend of function 

case1 me2 

Figure 5. The Diagram of 1-D DWT Using Lifting Scheme 

3.2 2-D Architecture 

The data flow for vertical filtering is similar to horizontal 
filtering. The difference is that samples for vertical filtering are 
inputted from the line buffer instead of image samples. Moreover, 
instead of computing whole subband at once, we compute next 
octave samples as soon as enough samples are available. 
Therefore, we can directly conipute a J-octaves wavelet transfomi 
by one pass without reloading samples from image. In order to 
reduce the memory usage and avoid possible clash of storing 
temporary results, a compression scheme is introduced (Fig. 6). 
We flatten the original lifting scheme by factor substitution. 
Instead of update the new values in temporary buffer; we 
compute the low-pass and high-pass output first, and then 
calculate temporary results for next stage. 

With compression scheme. the precision may be lower since the 
lifting coefficients are almost floating number. However, take the 
fact that hardware approximation of floating number is within 
finite digits into consideration, the loss of precision is little and 
acceptable. 

~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

Figure 6. Diagram and Derivation of Compression Scheme 

We divide line buffer into two parts, named signal memory and 
temporary memory. The signal memory stores both low-pass and 
high-pass saniples from I-D DWT module. 3 lines of signal 
memory are required to store the output of horizontal filtering, 
and 3 lines of temporary memory are required for temporary 
results of vertical filtering (Fig. 7) .  Every stage, 2 lines of signals 
in signal nieinory are consumed, 1 line of next octave signals are 
generated and 3 lines of temporary results are transmitted into 
temporary memory. 

Figure 4. The Pseudo Code for I-D DWT 
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Figure 7. Illustration of Memory Usage for Signals and Temporary 
Results 

In order to implement the decomposition level by level, we 
should buffer 3 lines for each octave. Because only the (LL)" 
output are required in the dyadic tree decomposition for next 
octave, the length of line buffer is exponentially decreased by 
2 per octave. We make an assumption that there are J octaves 
and the length of images is N, the corresponding memory usage 
can be expressed as: 

Signal memory: 

( 7 )  I I  I 1 
2 4  2 

MS = 3 * ( N ( l +  - +- + ... + 2 ~ - ' ) )  = 6 N (  I - ( - ) ) J  

Temporary memory: 

(8) 1 1 1  1 1 
2 2 4 2J-' 2 

Mt = 3 * ( - N (  1 +-+-+ ... + -)) = 3N( 1 - ( - ) ) J  

As J grows to infinity, the total niemory usage is 9N. Since the 
number of P,(k) and U,(k) is deteniuned by the type of filters. 
The memory requirement is also affected by the used filter 
(which is not shown explicitly in the given equation). The 
analysis of memory requirement for different filters is presented 
in next section. 

The overview of 2-D DWT architecture is shown in Fig. 8. 

dp (HHYLLH, HL) 

Figure 8. Overview of 2-D DWT Architecture 

The 110 access of storage cells is in the line fashion. It simplifies 
the memory access control. Fig. 9 illustrates the organization of 
memory access. We use an address generator to calculate the 
position for storing data. The address will be the function of line 
index and octave, and can be expressed as: 

1 1 1  
2 3 2L"  

Address = f ( L ,  s ) = ( 1 - 7 ) M  + - s. - A4 

M stands for the upper bound of memory, and x is the line index. 
The sequence of line index for storing data is 0, I ,  0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 
2, ... and so on. The address generator for signal memory and 
temporary memory is identical. However, M for the fornier is 6N, 
and 3N for the later. 

Whether the storage cells are composed of internal registers or 
off-chip memory, the organization is workable. 

0 M = 6 N  

t 
O + L I  

2 1  

-.U 

Figure 9. Illustration of Memory Access 

3.3 A flexible Architecture for Different Filters 

Due to the regularity of lifting scheme, it is able to compute the 
coefficients for different filter banks with the same architecture. 
It can be read from Fig. I O  that the architecture is similar except 
for different amount of layers. Consequently, if we can bypass 
the extra layer, it will be suitable for Integer 5-3 filter. 

Figure 10. The Analysis for Different Filter Banks. The Coefficient 
Sets and the Amount of Layers Should Be Programmable 

The siniplest solution is to set the redundant lifting coeficients 
of extra layers to zero. Take Fig. 10 as example, if we set pI[ I ]  
and ul[O] to zero, the input signals can directly pass through 
extra layer from top to bottom. Thus, we need a specified MAC 
whose lifting coefficient is programmable. We can use two 
variables, Xoca and Xhyer to control such architecture. Xoca is 
used to choose which set of lifting coefficients is used, and Xhycr 
is used to detennine how many layers are required. 

The memory requirement of signal memory is unchanged. But we 
should buffer more temporary results when a longer filter is used, 
since the longer filter has more extra layers. For example, assume 
a filter with 1 base layer and 2 extra layers; we need to buffer 5 
lines of temporary results. Generally speaking, the memory 
requirement for temporary results with e extra layers (i.e.: Integer 
5-3 filter has no extra layer, Daubechies 9-7 filter has one) is 
expressed as: 

' ( I O )  1 1 1  1 
Mt = (2e+ 1) * (-N( 1 +-+- +...+?)) = (2e+ 1)N( 1 -(-)) 

2 2 4  2 .  

Similarly, the address formula for temporary memory is modified 
as: 

1 1 1 Address = f ( L , s , e )  = ( 1  - 7 ) M  + 2 ~ + 1 s . - - p M  
2 

( L =O,l,.. . J - 1; s =0,/2) ( 9 ) (L=O,L ... J-l;s=O.L2;e=O, I,... ) (1 1) 
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From the above analysis, the total memory requirement of our 
architecture can be expressed as: 

M = M ,  + M ,  = (2e+ 7)N( 1 - ( - ) ) J  

From Fig. 7, for the computation of NxN 2-D DWT with a filter 
which has e extra layers, the amount of memory transmission 
through temporary memory can be formulated as: 

(12) 1 
2 

1 lines J-I stages samples 
stage octaves line 

T,. =(---).CO I-,- 

Bandwidth 
Requirement 

(# of temp. data 
transmission) 

e=l e=2 

(9-7) 

,rq: -3hr -,v’ -s,\’ 5 
3 

8 - Y 2 - 4 . V  4N2 -6,V 
3 

4. COMPARISONS 

Route 

Low 

High 

I n  [6], the lifting steps are separated into two elementary 
operations. Eq(3) and Eq(4) are reforniulated as: 

Original: d,’” = d,‘ - c(s,’ 

Reformulated: d,”” = d,‘ - c .  s,’ 

(14) 

(15) 

CZ’,‘+’ =d,“’ -C .S , :~  (16) 

RO RO 

Figure 11. Two Separated Operations for Lifting Steps in VM7 

Fig. 1 1  gives the schematically illustration of the reforniulated 
equations. The main advantage of this approach is that instead of 
loading three variables in memory, you can load two variables 
for left operation and then load another one for right operation. 
However, the memory control and hardware route become more 
complex. It also increases the memory bandwidth requirement if 
the storage cells are implemented by off-chip memory. From Fig. 
12, for the computation of NxN 2-D DWT with J-octaves, the 
total amount of memory transmission through temporary memory 
is: 

I I 

Memory 
Usage 

L t I  (9-7) 

(Our 1 9N 1 11N 
Architecture 
I I I 

JPEG2000’sI Proposal 9N 1 13N 
1 -  I I 

Table 1. The Comparison between Our Architecture and 
JPEG2000’s Proposal (Assume J grows to infinity) 

transmission 
N-l 

N-1 

N-1 

N-1 

Figure 12. The Memory Access Order of JPEG2000’s Proposal 

Compare Eq( 13) to Eq( 17), the data transmission reduction of 
our architecture is at least 50%. Besides, since we only write date 
back to the temporary memory, the route complexity will be 
lower. The performance comparison between our architecture 
and the JPEG2000’s proposal is listed in tablel. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A line-based, memory efficient and programmable architecture 
for DWT is proposed in this paper. Base on lifting scheme, our 
architecture requires low memory and has regular memory access 
order. The later factor reduces the memory bandwidth 
requirement and route complexity. It also favors the hardware 
design for VLSI implementation. Beside, we explore the 
hardware similarity for different filters. According to the 
similarity, a programmable architecture is developed. It is 
flexible with little extra hardware cost and suitable for various 
application of DWT. 
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